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Overview
FoxGirl’s primary aim is to aid crypto investors in identifying new and upcoming projects, build a linkedIn
for token devs with token launch reputation scores, and build massive utility for holders and FoxGirl users.
Members can connect their wallet to the platform to unlock further functionalities while holding our very
own $FOXGIRL token.
FoxGirl is establishing itself as crypto’s token so artwork and NFTs will be a big part of our platform. With
a unique twist to the usual use of art in crypto, users will be able to follow FoxGirl on her adventures with
other crypto tokens and see our FoxGirl grow to become loved by the entire world.

Platform
Holders of $FOXGIRL Token can unlock powerful features on the FoxGirl.com platform including
expanded alert options, expanded price alerts, increased voting power, mod privileges, increased position
options, additional search filters, earn to use on Foxgirl.com, marketing perks for devs, and much more!
With FoxGirl.com, you can set alerts for all the upcoming token launches, follow verified token devs,
create watchlists, browse all crypto charts, set price alerts, and rate the success of past launches to boost
a token dev’s reputation score.

Token
Launched on Sept 30, 2021, $FOXGIRL was created on the Binance Smart Chain.

Tokenomics
Supply: 100,000,000,000,000 [100 Trillion]
Starting Price: 0.00000000016
Fair Launch: No team tokens
Tax: 10% on Buy/Sell
Allocation: Marketing/Dev/Team
Initial Liquidity: $15,000 ( ~ 35 BNB)
Slippage: 11-12%
Wallet to Wallet: No Tax!

Token Features
FoxGirl aims to build unique utility and features for crypto in a way never done before. Our
platform launched with a revolutionary coin listing system that allows users to browse crypto
tokens in the safest way possible. Users can filter tokens by various options to limit risk to a
point that a rugpull is virtually impossible. In addition, they can also review any token dev's
history of launches on the platform. The functions allow users to filter through options such as
reputation scores, verification status, number of previous launches and their success rates,
photo verification, and doxxed video verifications. This gives investors the long sought after
feeling of safety when investing in an upcoming token launch.

Tokens Utility
FoxGirl users can set alerts for their favorite tokens listed on the platform and go about their day
knowing they will receive an alert before the token has launched. This helps them be ready to
invest and stay ahead of everyone not privy to the knowledge of FoxGirl. FOXGIRL token
holders will receive expanded alert options such as browser, telegram, SMS, and push
notifications along with the capability of adjusting the alert time between 1 and 24 hours before
launch. Furthermore, members can create watchlists, upload tokens, claim tokens they own as
developers, review verifications of token developers, review developer reputation scores, and
upvote/downvote the launch of any token.

Dev Feature
FoxGirl will be known as the “LinkedIn for token developers”. In that spirit, it will allow devs to
build a trusted profile with all their previous launches, completed verification methods, and
social media accounts. Additionally, they can add a detailed bio about their history, skills, and
experience in the world of crypto. For the first time ever, FoxGirl members will be able to browse
token developers and do it effectively with advanced filters that give them specific and targeted
results and increase the quality of the results found.

FoxGirl Charts
FoxGirl Charts allows users to browse all ETH and BSC tokens currently in existence. With an
intuitive design, our charts will be the most user friendly charts available with clear and easy
access to all the handy features a trader needs. Premium FOXGIRL holders gain access to
price alerts for any ETH/BSC tokens by email, browser, SMS, telegram, and push notifications.
Beyond that, holders gain the privilege of adding unlimited tokens to their “favorites” list,
unlimited trade positions, tracking functions to track your wallet history on any chart, adding
custom notes to any token, and much more packaged into an easy to use yet powerful interface.

Artwork
FoxGirl is highly visual focused so we believe that one of the best ways to grow is with beautiful
artwork, gifs, videos, memes, comics and more. With our artwork feature we will allow users to
upload their own FoxGirl content and receive full credit with do-follow backlinks to any link they
choose. Artwork will be easily browsable with an intuitive blog-style layout with advanced filters,
making it easy for our community to enjoy all the FoxGirl content. This will make it easy to share
the content which in turn helps the world gain further awareness of FoxGirl.

Platform Development
FoxGirl will build utilities never seen before. The utilities include but are not limited to: useful
databases, improvements upon features of popular products, development of bots to aid crypto
traders in their everyday routines, and so much more. Premium FoxGirl holders will have access
to so much utility that #HODLING is the only sane option.
With multiple streams of revenue being built into our platform, FoxGirl should give investors
great confidence in its ability to continue long term growth of token value, and as an established
company, Regardless of bull or bear markets. FoxGirl is setting itself up as a critical part of the
crypto world for crypto investors and crypto developers. We are extremely excited for the future
of FoxGirl and we hope you are too!

Upcoming functionalities to the FoxGirl Platform
Open Advertising Services
FoxGirl will allow tokens to promote their projects in banner ads, promoted spots, and sticky
listings. We’ll also add a reward functionality for users purchasing other tokens paid out in
$FOXGIRL tokens!

Earn FOXGIRL Using FoxGirl.com
$FOXGIRL holders will be able to earn more $FOXGIRL simply by using the platform, sharing
reviews and upvoting projects, investing in tokens listed on our platform, and more.

Utility Bots
FoxGirl will build some useful automation bots for Telegram. Some will require $FOXGIRL
tokens to access and some will be freebies.

Announce FoxGirl's Official Pet
Who's it gonna be, you wonder? You'll have to wait to find out. You already know and love him!
He will bring some neat utility to FoxGirl, as well.

FoxGirl Moonshots
A constantly updating, Reddit style news feed of any tokens with locked liquidity that require a
payment to move the token to the top of the ever-updating Roulette.

Token Launch Pad
A launch pad like it has never been done before, featuring rug-proof launches. Stay tuned for
later updates!

FoxGirl App
As we progress through our roadmap, we will launch the FoxGirl app that will allow FoxGirl
holders to set push notifications for both upcoming launches and price alerts. Eventually we will
convert the entire platform’s functionalities to an app for both Apple and Android.
Our whitepaper will be updated frequently, as many features we will be adding are currently top
secret and do not exist yet in the world of crypto!
Join our Telegram group where you will receive notifications of our updated whitepaper,
roadmap, and other news!
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